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Vote
''Yes'' on

Day Care
Donation

Students to vote- on ,iew fee
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
A student referendum will
be conducted on Tuesday,
March 23 and Wednesday ,
March 24 by the Student
Senate regarding an additional

$2.00 optional donation line on
UNI student billing forms for
child care. Registered students
may cast their vote on either
day between 9 a.m. and 3 p .m.
in the Vijlage Square.
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Supreme·Court calls.
for special election
by Robert J. Kosinski
A special election · for the
three student members of the
Search and Screen Committee
for the selection of a new
university president will be
held on March ·23 and 24
according to a Student Supreme Court .decision on
Monday, March 15.
The Supreme Court ordered
the Student Senate in the
guise of P resident Robert L.
'McDonald to call a special
meeting of the Senate _for
Ma rch 18 to organize . a
com mittee 'to se t up the
election. If a quorum of the
senate cannot be met at the
meeting, _the four officers are
directed to appoint members,
subject to the ·approval of the
Court. The whole controversy
began at the last Student
Senate meeting when the
Search and Screen Committee
election was discussed.
Senate Treasurer Tom Lasser said that the guidelin,es
handed down by the Board of
G·overnors for setting up the
committee were not in the best
iriterests of the students, being
that only three student positions were made available, the
positions .would be filled by a
general election rather i than
the customary senate appointments , and because of the .
" figurehead" role the committee itself will play (the final
decision will be made by a
committee of three of the BOG
and the Search and Screen
Committee is thought to _ be
merely a means of appeasing
the university community.)
Lasser said that a protest
would be made to the BOG
over the committee guidelines
but an election ~o.r the
students should -be held prior
to the deadline date of March
25 so that Northeastem would
not forfeit a student voice in
the selection process.
Other senators believed that
a protest would be stronger if
the senate refused to hold the
election, and the recommendeq
dates for the election were
voted down by a margin of
one.

Subsequently, ·
Vice-president Ron Stein submitted a
brief to the Supreme Court in
the name of the students of
Northeastern, ·saying that by
their vote, the Senate stripped
away the constitutional right
of the students to elect three
stude:µts to the committ~.
Prior to the Court case,
Stein asked for the removal of
Justice Vince nt J. Moore .
because of certain deorgatory
. remarks he had reportedly
made l\gainst Lasser and
himself but Moore and the
Court assured those present
that he would be able to take
an impartial view of the
matters beforehand.
Stein · presented his arguments as to the senate's role
and the constitutionality of the
decision and added, "While we
may not agree with the
composition of the committee,
or the ·procedure for its
creation, to ignore the existence of the committee is to
deny the students of UNI any
representation on a committee
that will have an input on the
next president of UNI.
, "Many subsequent actions
and protests will be mute if we
do not participate in the
original committee. Any student criticism- of the choice of
the Search and Screen Committee can be ignored on a
rational basis by the BOG
.because of our lack of participation at the time t'he
committee originally met."
Stein's opponents, McDon:
ald and Senators Jacobo
Szapiro and John Welt expressed the view that the:
senate would not be adherring
to their responsibility to the
students if they arranged fol" .
an election for members of a
committee that they did not
believe in, and that the senate
was not in violation of
anything because the BOG did
not specifically designate the .
authority for organizing the ·
election to the student senate.
Welt added that the senate
did not vote down an election
but merely the suggested
[co~t'd on page 3]

The additional donation line,
as proposed by the . College
Students for Childrens Services (CSCS), will read, "Child
Care Scholarship Donation
(optional) $2.00. " ·
Helene Rogers, President of
CSCS, explained the rationale
behind this proposal is to
establish a Child Care Scholarship Fund which would make
more monies available to
students needing such assistance. The donation WOl}ld also
insure the student; who is now
overburdened with financial
obligations, that their monthly
child care bill would be
lessened.
The average cost per trimester per youngster totals approximately $280s00; more
than the cost of tuition for
UNI enrolled stude:µts.
CSCS's major objective in
this proposal is to eventually
establish a Child Care Scholarship Fund which . will be
completely donated ·by students of UNI. By the establishment of such a fund, _C SCS
believes they could become

independent from the Student
Fees and Allocations Committee. At the inception of this
program', t here would still be a
need for student fees support,
but hopefully this need would
diminish as the fund grew.
If the referendum passes,
the donation will appear on the
Fall '76 billing. The donation
would be collected by the
Cashiers Office. All funds
accumulated would be transferred to the CSCS ledger in
the name of the scholarship.
At the beginning of each
trimester, scholarship applications would be distributed to
students in need o.f the campus
child care facilities . Monies
would be distributed to those
applying within the fall scholarship guidelines.
Currently, 70 youngsters
attend the UNI Day Care
Center and the off campus
branch. Of those, a maximum
of 25 children utilize the on
campus facilities at a given
period, and the off campus
center accomodates the remainder.

Host families needed
.to .house foreign students
From Zambia· to the Abraham Lincoln Center; from
Belize to the Chicago Light- house for the Blind; from
Tehran to Chicago Goodwill
Industries; from Italy to
Pla~ed-Parenthood, professional social workers from
foreign countries will spend
five weeks studying at Northeastern Illinois University and
live with host families in the
Chicago area.
Ben Coleman, of Community
Services, is in need of 16 host
families to · accomodate these
foreign students. This is an
excellent opportunity for cultural enrichment by having a
foreign student live with your
family and- exchange 'customs
and ideas. If you are interested
in, becoming a host fa~ily,

please contact Community
Services at 583-4050 extension
8340.
This annual program is
sponsored by the Council of
International Programs for
Youth Leaders and ·social
Workers (C.IP(, headquartered
in Clevelal)d, and partially
funded by the United States
Department. The aim of this
program is to work toward
international understanding by
giving professional's who are
engaged in - social and youth
work in other countries the
opportunity to meet ii\ the
United States, exchange pro- ·
fessional experiences and skills
and gain experiences and skills
and gain first hand knowledge
of cultures and ·living conditions in 't he United States.

Northeastern Illinois Uni. versity, sponsoring seminars,
workshops
& discussion
groups for this prograII)., is a
fully accredited public, urban,
commuter university, with an '
enrollment of 10,000. · The
University offers traditional
graduate and undergraduate
progi-ams_in arts and sciences, .
professiona education and
business and management.
Moreover it has a strong
commitment to non-traditional
education and has exercised
leadership in the development
of inn~vative programs for
adult learners. Northeastern is
one of five senior institutionsgoverned by the Board_ of
Governors of State Colleges
and Universities.
[cont'd on page 3]
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letters
SIR:
impeachment or recall."
In the edition of Friday,
On the basis of the above
March 12, 1976, on page 2 in quoted passages from the
sectional entitled· " Letters to Student Constitution of 1973, '
the Editor" appeared an article I believe it is my right not
by Senator Eva Stein accusing only as a Senator but primarime of coercing Senators for the ly as a student at U.N.I. to
purpose of . having thepi point out to the various
change their vote on the Senators their duties, I also
resolution for a "meaningful believe that any Senator not
graduation" which was de- fulfilling his duties as stated
feated by the Senate at its last above is subject to the
meeting.
appropriate conclusions to be
When a person slanders drawn from his action, and
another, I believe that person subject to the consequences,
is answerable to the courts for that may come about because
her lies, but in this- case the of said actions. If pointing
matter is more serious, since these things out to a Senator
To All Faculty and Staff: ·
the afore mentioned Senator is coercion then I am guilty. constituents. You, the stuUNI STUDENTS:
not only has impugned my Guilty of w_orking for the dents, our constituents, be the
'The next ~ommencement
The preschool child care
Convocation will take place on
situation on campus is at this ,..
character, but has used her students , speaking up for judge of our actions.
To conclude, Sen. Eva Stein
Wednesday, May 26, 1976 at
slander as an excuse to not them, of representing them to
point in : time, at a stand still.
8:00 p.m. in Arie Crown
heed the wishes of the the best of my ability, of says "some . 600 have supAs one of our Senate officers
.students.
once stated, it's not our fault
searching out their views, of posedly signed the petition · Theatre, McCormick Place,
Lake Shore Drive at 23rd
Ever since I have been a making myself available to and since there are 10,000
they have children. The inhuStreet, Chicago. Faculty &
man and unfeeling inplicated
member of the Senate , I them, of introducing legisla- students enrolled, I firmly bealways wondered why- the tion for the benefit of the lieve the student population staff should arrive at Arie
by this stateillent is beyond
Crown Theatre by 7: 15 p.m.
student Community at U.N.I. students, yes I am guilty of has a negative view toward
the realm of inost parent's
Follow signs to faculty dresswas so apathetic, now I have doing the job I was elected to such a resolution." I like to
understanding.
come to understand why,.· do by the Student Community. point out first of all that the
ing area.
The chant of No Children In
E . R. Moore Company will
When certain members ·of the
Classes goes on, but those
I wollld now like to ask signatures are not supposed,
be oil campus in the Commuter
Senate do not like a person or Senator Eva Stein if she has they are there in black and
yelling the loudest are not
Center, Room 214 Wednesday,
a piece of legislation, they will performed her duty as a white for all to inspect and see.
willing to work toward or
March 31 , 1976, to assist you
go to any length, in order not senatQr so described in the ' Second, the signatures were
provide a solutionj to the child
in measurement for cap ' &
to fulfill the wishes of their Constitution. If she has , how collected during a period of
care problem.
go\Vll. The Academic Regalia
Why is funding necessary?
constituents . Even slanders come she voted against the less than a ·week,. which didn't
may then be picked up on
become an acceptable means to resolution for a more "mean- give us much time for more.
With the economic outlook
Friday; May 21 , 1976, in the
still grey, the burden of
achieve this end. Which, by ingful g~~duatipn" even Third, to say that almost 700
Commuter Center, Room 214,
$60-$90 bill at the end of each
the way also means disdaining though close to 700 students signatures ~e not repr.esentabetween 9 a.m and 5 p.m. 'br on
month is enough t,o throw a
the wishes of their constitu- signed the petition? Can she tive, is again sh~wing lack of
the
night
of
Commencement,
student-parent into a deep
understanding
of
the
student
ents, to whom they are now say in all faithfulness :
Arie Crown Theatre.
depression, if not economic
answerable.
that those of us senators that community, for the last officFaculty and staff who
ciecline.
To answer the charges by went around with the petitions er's election only 709 students
intend to participate irt the
The aim of the "Child Care
Senator Eva Stein ; I
would coerced the students that voted, for the last Senate
Commencement Convocation
Scholarship Donation $2.00, "
first like to ask the following:
signed them? Has she sought election less than 500 voted for
should order their Academic
is to provide for the studentis it coercion, what iobbying out student opinion about the and for various referendums
Regalia and also verify .their
parent, help with - the cast of
groups or individuals do in question· as she is supposed to by the Senate, less than 300
measurements on file with
child care on campus.
Springfield or Washington, do? Has she made herseif students have voted. Now that
E.R. Moore on March 3f, 1976.
Funding of the day care
coercing the passage or defeat regularly available to students we have 700 signatures, more
Faculty and staff who own
center has traditionally been
of proposed federal or state as she supposed to do? After votes than cast in elections by
their own academic regalia and
supplied by the Feminist Club.
legislation? Now to the specific all I have not seen_her in the students, Senator Eva Stein
plan
to
attend
should
notify
Now there is a new organizacharges, it is my firm belief Student Senate office, making has the gall to say 700
Mrs. Estelle Omansky, in the
tion on campus whose total
that Senator Eva Stein has no herself available 1 to the stu- signatures are not representa"C" Buildi~g, Information
interest is in the area of
knowledge of what is democra- dent, for a long time. I have tive. Can we therefore. assume
Center, extension 224.
children. (C.S.C.S.)
cy or how it works in this not· missed any meeting of the that the students that voted
For ' additional information
When you vote on Tuesday
country and further, she, a
Senate since being elected to for ~va Stein were not
regarding
Commencement,
and -Wednesday, remember,
student senator, has ·no knowthat body in September of '75, representative, and thatllt.hereplease call Gerald Cannon,
your vote is an indication of a ,
ledge of the Student Govern- how many meetings has she fore Eva Stein should not have
extension 221.
human commitment to childment constitution, because if , missed? And last but not.least, been elected to the Senate?
· Ann ,E. Smith
ren. If you are not ' a parent
she did she would not at this
I know the way student
Thank you,
Acting Vice 'President for
now needing help; someday
time be making her slanderous Government operates, I know "
Sen. Jacobo Szapiro
Academic Affairs.
you may be.
charges. I would like to -quote the constitution of the Studept
Helene Rogers
from the Student Constitution. , Government, the document by
Amendment VI , Art. II Sec- which the student government
tion I states " 2.. . . discuss
guides itself and students are
and pass legislation pertinent guaranteed their rights, from
to the Student Community. 3 . her actions I would h~ve to
·.. to be knowledgeable about assume she lacks knowledge·of
Th e Prin t is the campu s new spaper for
SendA
Student Government and its
this basic document of the
Northeastern Illinois University. Published weekly.
operation. 4. . . . search out rights of her constituents.
this paper is paid for by student fees and is largely
Flowergram
and listen to student comI am ready to ans_lYer to any
the work of :',;or t hea,stern S tu C.e n ts . \1:a te rial
plaints about Student Commu- constituents, for my actions in
To That
published p.erein is not to be confused with views
nity operation I and introduce their behalf, can Senator Eva
expressed by the University administrati<?n. Print is
Special
legislation regarding things Stein do the same, with a clear
located in E-214, phone 583-4050, ext. 459.
that he/ she feels need to be canscience that she has done
Someone
Editor-in-Chief: Robert -J. Kosinski
improved or amended. Accord- her job, after having voted
Managing Editor: Robert L. Trahan Jr.
ing to the best of his/her against a resolution which was
Associate Editor: Carol Jean Zalat
ability and judgement. 5. . . . backed by close to 700 student
. r oris ·
Order
Today
Photo Editor: Paul J. Manda
t
to make him/ herself available signatures? Under these , cirI .
Sports
Editor:
John
Stepal
to students ·regularly and to cumstances I ask the student
and Monday_
Business Manager: Rita Harinata
discuss student Government body to weigh the facts and
and its operation."
decide impartially who is
Staff: Al Albert. Garv Andersen. Laurence Brittan.
"Faiiure to perform these · wrong; one who cares about
Charles J . Freima~, Terry Frey. Stuart Murray.
Village Square
duties in the opinion· of the the rights .of students, or a
Sam Parks, \1:ary Peter.sen. Ron Stei_n, The Dove,
Student Senate and / or the : person who resorts to slandei:
Will Allen
Photographers: Steve Flamich, Dolora Jung, Robert
Student Community as. de- in order to damage one's
scribed in the Constitut ion of · reputation and in · so doing
Trahan, Nancy Wilson
·
1973, will be grounds- for · thwart the. wishes of her
' . ~ Cartoonist~:
Ham~ll, Mark Schultz,.~~~k. Welt _

· the stall
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Special election
called
(cont'd from pa~e 1)
dates for the election but it
was pointed out that because
of the stated deadline, no other
_dates were possible.
Stein th.an submitted petitions with a number of
signatures of students in favqr
of the election and decrying
the senate's action.
After a long period of
deliberation, the Court announced that they had l'iecided
in favor of the Northeastern
students by a unanymous
decision based largely on
Article I of the Student
Constitution which establishes
Northeastern Student Govern- .
ment.
That article states that the
Student Government represents students " in · matters
pert~ining to student welfare,
student activities, student participation in student affairs,
University planning and administration, and student opinion. "
Thus, the senate infringed
upon their participation by
denying the students · an
election ..

After the Court adjourned,
Justice Einbinder stated,
"Once again the Supreme
Court proved that they care
for the students rights and
uphold the student constitution to the fullest extent."
_Moore, however, stated that

the Court made an unconstitutional decision in allowing the
executive board to select
committee members if the
senate would not reach a
quorum on Thursday. He said
t.l}at he dissents on that aspect
of the decision alone.

Women's Service-s plan
conjere nee slate

by Robert L. Trahan Jr.
A three-part program called
"New Times for Women "
featuring three conference is
planned for Northeastern. The
conferences are scheduled by
women students in " Social
Action Field Experiences," a
part of Women ' s Services,
under Ms . Josianne Caron.
There are twelve women
altogether, each getting four to
nine hours ·credit, some in child
care and others in a welfare
project. They are involved in
women ' s rights using the
Genesis Club and , through
that organization, they have
planned these conferences. •
The fir s t is planned for
Thursday, March 25 from 7 to
9 pm in the North Dining Hall.
It's entitled, "UNI Women:
Know Your Campus." It will
feature staff and faculty
invited from different academic
.,
areas speaking on their resp~by Carol Jean Zalatoris
tive fields and will enable
A conference on Welfare women to acquaint themselves
Rights will be held Thursday, with · programs with majors
April 1 from 1-3 p.m. in room focusing in woman's studies.
CC-217 of the Commuter · Those speaking will be
Center Student Union Build- Reynold Feldman from the
ing.
Center for Program DevelopThe afternoon session will ment, Blanche Hersh from the
feature an opening panel Woman's Studies Program,
discussion followed by six Ben Coleman from SAUFE,
quest speakers from the De- Representatives from the Unipartment of Public Aid and versity Wihtouth Walls, Judy
Legal Aid. The speakers will Lerry from Kaskaskia, Barbacenter their talks on the ra Hursh of P :I.E., Masters in
q ualifications and procedures Social Science and Hadith
necessary to apply for public Edelman from the BOG. The
aid.
guests will be introduced by
Legal aid, food stamps, Aid Josianne Caron, acting cooi-dito Families with Dependent nator of Woman's Services and
Children {AFDC), and medical advisor to Genesis which ·will
assistance will be the main sponsor the First conference.
topics for the day.
Refreshments and snacks will
It is the hope of Genesis be served.
(Women's Services) and those
The second conference, set
students
earning
credit for September, is to be on the
through Social Action Urban Student Services area, with an
Field Experiments (SAUFE), i emphasis on Women ' s Serwho are sponsoring the confer- l vices.
ence that the information I
The third conference, set for
available will inform students October, is to be on Adminisand the community of the tration at the administrative
options available to them level and at the student level.
through the State of Illinois.
They plan to invite all of the
A morning conference is also Vice~presidents of the universischeduled from 9-12 p.m. and ty to talk about their respe1
is open to Student Services tive areas. Also, they plan tif
only. The morning session is invite the University President
open for the specific interest of and members of the Student
the various departments with- Senate.
in the university to inform
According to Ms. Caron,
them how ·to aid in informing women should have more input
students of their rights and in the activities and adminisbenefits available to match the I . tration of the university.
needs of the average student [ "How can they receive services
1 unle~; they request them?"
attending UNI.

she says. "The women must be
exposed to the different areas
and mechanics of university
life so they can learn to help
themselves."
For more information, contact Women's Services at ext.
503.

Host f am_ilies needed
(cont'd from pg. I)

Welfare
conference
scheduled

I

Biology Club Members sell baked good!'! aitd literature to raise
inoney on National Conservation Day. [Photo by Paul Manda]

I

1

During the five week orientation sessions, starting April
·29 at Northeastern Illinois
Unive~sit y , the participants
will be<tOme geographically
oriented to the Chicago area
and acquainted with American
antfiropology, political science,
social work and sociology
through University seminars
and host family living.
Northeastern professors participating in the program
include Daniel Stern, Margo
Smith, Jim McDonald, Ronald
Glick and Alva Maxey. Dr.
Ben Coleman, associate professor of Spanish and coordinator
of the University's community
services function is Director
of this program. Mrs. Annette
Peck from the Netherlands is
assistant Director.
An- important part of thi~
cultural exchange program is
the foreign professionals living
with host families in the
Chicago area. During all four
months of the program, host
families will have the opportunity for cultura enrichment
through hosting one of the
participant visitors. Persons
interested in becoming involved in the program · by
hostlng a world youth leader
and social worker should call
Dr. Ben Coleman, 583-4050,
extension 8340.
Foreign country participants
in the program at Northeastern include: Isabel Masuka,
Lusaka, Zambia; Veronica
Soto, Maracaibo, Venezuela;
Maria Pinto, Oporto, Portugal; Joan Samuels, Belize,
Belize; Elisabeth Hosch, Vienna, Austria; J av11-d Nazari,
Tehran, Iran; Ulf Jansen,
Tromso, Norway; and Stefania
Griccioli, Florence, Italy. All
speak English fluently and will
be available for interview.
Following the five week
orientation program on the ·
Northeastern campus, the par-

ticipants will be on a ten-week
field work assignment with
social agencies in the Chicago
area. Most participants · will
then return t o their homes
after spending a few days in
Washington, D.C. ' Mrs. M~uka and Mr. Nazari will be on
an extended program and
expect to remain in the United
States for a year. Mr. Patrick
Mw'ankyanjala of Tanzania,
who is now in the United
States on an extended program is currently working at
. the Abraham Lincoln Center in
Chicago. The summer field

work assignments will give
participants the opportunity to
contribute their knowledge a.nd
skills to the work of U.S.
institutions and at the same
time learn U.S. methods of
work and add to their
professional understanding of
life in the U.S.A.
A total 173 profes,sional
foreign · you th and social
workers will be arriving in
New York in April destined for
· various cities in the United
States under the auspicies of
CIP.

Rape Crisis Seminar_
next \Neek
Have you ever wondered · Police Department
what you would do if you were
Investigative Rape Team
attacked? Have you ever been
Mr. Marsh, a 4th degree
in a situation that you couldn't
Black Belt in Tae Kwon Do
handle? This seminar will
Karate, will also teach some
present you with ideas on how
basic self-defense techniques.
to protect yourself against
Discussion with audience parrape. James Marsh, a patrolticipation will follow. Rape and
man with the Chicago Police
attempted rape are, unfortuDepartment , will make a
nately, facts of life today, and
presentation dealing with the
women should be educated in
following:
ways to deal with the possibiliHow to prevent bodily harm
ty of attack. The Rape Crisis
to yourself
Seminar will be presented by
How to psychologically outthe Alumni Association and
wit and attacker
CCAB , and will be held on
·Statistics on the incidence of Thursday, March 25 at 1 p.m.
rape
in the Commuter Center Room
The function of the Chicago
CC 217. FREE

PRINT Dead Ii ne is 12 P. M.
on Tuesdays
All copy must be submitted by that time
if it is -to appear in that Friday's issue.
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An unfamiliar sight has caused
motorists to unwittingly break
the law. The new stop signs
out by tpe classroom building
crosswalk were intended as an
added precaution for pede~trians, . but motorists accus·
· · tollled to a free-flowing ro~te
have disregard its printed
demand. Security cautions
drivers to pay attention to
those signs because cars will
be ticketed. [Photo by Paul
Manda]

The charismatic sound of MEGAN McDONOUGH is coming to
the UNI Auditorium on Thursday, March 25, 1:00 p.m .,
sponsored by CCAB Concerts. Megan's musical diversity
encompasses several forms of music, including romantic ballads,
music with a country feeling, and even some purist rock.
Admission is free to UNI students.
. WELFARE RIGHTS, a conference open -to members of UNI
and the community is schedu1ed for Thursday, April 1 from 1·3
p.m. in CC-217 of the .Commuter Center Student Union Building.
The conference is sponsored by Genesis. '
·
,.

•

AN ELECTION will be scheduled for Tuesday, March 23 and
Wednesday, March 24 to decide three full time student
representatives to the Presidential Selection Committee. ·T he
p.m.- Aside from disco dancing, there will be rummy games,
Student Senate, who will be conducting the election, encourages
bingo, bid-wisk and blackgammon. Lots of fun and excitement
all registered students to exercise. their right to vote for the
are anticipated, so join the Bugg-House Committee during your
candidates they want to represent them on the Presidential
activity hour on Tuesday, March 30 in the Uni-Corn.
Selection ~ommittee. This is an important election because it
decides who will be seated as voting delegates on the committee
FILM BUFFS TAKE HEED! On Tuesday night, the 23rd of
that will aid in the selection of the next university president.
Those students who wish to represent their fellow· students on . March a Clint Eastwood Movie Spectacular! Dirty Harry and
High Plains Drifter, admission FREE to UNI Students with
this committee should submit their names by Monday, March 22
valid I.D. The films will begin at 7 p.m. in the Auditorium. Then
in the Senate Office (E-205S ).
at noon on Wednesday, the 24th of March, the film, ON THE
Remember to VOTE, March 23 and 24.
WATERFRONT, in the Uni-Corn.
THE SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT will be going on a field trip to the Federal Reserve Bank
THE COSMOPOLITAN TEACHERS EDUCATION CENdowntown on Tuesday, March 30 starting at 10:30 a.m. There
TER [COSMO] is having a get together Thursday, April 1, in
will be two trips that day and free transportation will be
CC214 at 1:00 p.m. There will be refreshments and Center people
,to talk about our unique approach to Teacher Education. All are
provided. Reservations are now being accepted in the Business
encouraged to come.
Office.
WORKSHOPS ON RESUME WRITING AND INTERVIEW
SKILLS will be held ip. the Career Services Office, room B-111,
Thursdays March 25 at 1 :00 p.m.

THE STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN is selling flowergrams today and Monday, March,22, from
10-3 in front of the Commuter Center Student Union Building.
What is a flowergram you ask? Well, ·for $0.25 you can send
THE INTERVIEW GAME, a fifty minute video tape will be
someone special the first flower of Spring. A jonquil along with a
shown Tuesday March 23 · at 12:30 pm in the Career Services
personal message will be delivered for you Thursday, March 25.
Office, B-117. It. will be followed by · discussion aimed for · To send a flowergram , you must supply us with the name,
self-awareness and improvement of personal interview techniques.
classroom or office they will be located in and the time; we'll take
For more information or to sign up call 351 or come to the · it from there.
Career Services Office room B-117.

',T
THE r /rilttLANDMu'////.
_llfl,SAWAIRD.C A
'NG

\..

A meeting . for all EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
MAJORS has been arranged· for Thursday, March 25, 1976, at
1:00 p.m. in Room 3-096. It will be an opportunity for the
students and faculty to get to know op.e another. We will discuss
many of the new ideas and direction the Department will b~

ta:::.::,,

th
:h:ut::..., mganization, will be sponsoripg a
conference, " New Times for Women" on Thursday March 25,
from 7 to 9 p.m. in the North Dining Hall.' It will be a conference
· to acquaint the students with women's programs and serv1ces on
the UNI .campus.
·
Those speaking will be : Reynold Feldman; Center for Program
Development , Blanche Hersh; Women's Studies Program,
University Without Walls, Barbara Hursh; Program for
. Interdisciplinary Education, Hadith Edlman; Board of
Governors , and Ben Coleman; Community Services.
The guest speakers will be introduce by ,Josiane Caron, Act
Coordinator of Women Services.
·

IST
OFFICE CLERK-TYP·
SERVICES ·
POSITION:
DEPARTMENT Typing pool,
as well as m1sc. clerical duties
including switchboard substitution.
HOURS: FULL-TIME
QUALIFICATIONS: Typ•
ing _skills 50-60 WPM mini-

✓
IN -

mum, Looking
good mastery
of type
En·
glish.
for career
individual, for advancement.
SALARY: $132 per week,
dependent on skills and experi,
ence. CONT ACT IN PER·
G~OUP SALES 642-4981, 782-2936. / tickets also at TICKETRONJ
SON. Marcia G. Zaic, PER· .
American Express & BankAmemard .-Phane Reserv . accepted .
·soNNEL MANAGER, Tele·
SHUBERT THEATRE 22 W. Monroe,• C.E 6 8240
dyne Post . 700 Northwest
Highway Des Plaines, Ill. .
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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SUNDAY:
MONDAY:
TUESDAY:
WEDNESDAY:

e

THURSDAY:

•
•
•

FRIDAY:
SATURDAY:

•

~

5911 N. Lincoln, Chicago, Illinois

Foosball Tournaments
_
Every Sunday at 4 p.m. .
•• Money and Tropys

THE SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT will be going on a field tri p to the Federal R:>serve Band . : .·
downt<?wn on Tuesday, March 30 starting at J0:30 a.Jl" . There •
wil! ':le two trips that ·day and free transportation wm be •
provided. R~servations are now being accepted in the Business •
Office.
•

The Bugg-House Committee of the Commuter Center
Activities Board is sponsoring a DISCO DANCE AND CARD
CARNIVAL, on Tuesday March 30, in the Uni-Corn from 1 to 2

.

r

UNIVERSITY-WIDE INTERNATIONAL DAY PLANNED: ..
All Clubs and campus ethnic groups are invited to send .
representatives to help · plan an International Day celebration to
be held at UNI early in the 1976 Fall Trimester .. The meeting will
be held at 2·094 on Tuesday, March 23 at 1:00 p.m. ·

POSITION: PLACEMENT
DIRECTOR, to oversee com•
plete · student employment
service in small four-year
business college located in the
loop.
HOURS: PART-TIME,
8:00 a.m . to 12:00 p.m.,
Monday thru Friday.
DUTIES: Originate and
receive placement calls, search
classified ads. Seek, and screen
and prepare students for job
interviews. Develope place·
ment leads, and contacts.
QUALIFICATIONS: Public
Relations personality and
skills. Must relate well to both
students and professionals.
. SALARY : $70.00 per week;
negotiable in accordance with
qualifications. Position is open
now.
CONTACT: Frederick Wal•
ter Walton School of Com·
merce The Lasalle Plaza Bldg.
180 N. Lasalle Chicago, Ill.
60601, 372-4645.

u
'B.
VIRGINIA CAPERS
I 1_·N·.5 WEEKS ONLY!

GUATEMALAN BENEFIT A SUCCESS: The organizers of
the Benefit for the Survivors of the -Guatemalan earthquakes
reported that the February 29th .event held in the auditorium
raised $1,230.92 to date. The money is being given to the
SOLOLA Relief Fund which is rebuilding individual family
homes at the cost of$250.00 _each. It is not too late to contribute,
and you may do so by sending a check to Dr. O'Cherony, whose
office is at 4-021. The check should be made out to UNI Guatemalan Relief Fund. A hearty thanks is extended to all of
the wonderful people who . cooperated in the Benefit.

Career
-Corner

8:30 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

Dancing Gam_eroom :
The BEST Car-broiled •
•
Burgers in the ci,y! ,.
:--

DEEP DISH PAN PIZZA' NITE
LARGE PITCHER :OF BEER - $1.50
FREE HOT DOG WITH EACH DRINK .
12:00 p.m. :_- BEER 25e· A G.LASS
4:00 p.;m. - LARGE PliCHER OF BEER - $1.25
12:00 p.m. -' . BEER 25e A GLASS
4:00 p'.m. - LARGE PITCHER OF BEER - $1.25
9:00 p.m. - LARGE PITCHER OF BEER - $1.25
MIDNIGHT DANCE CONTEST

•
•
·•
•
• ·
:
•
•
•
•

•

····················~·························
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Financial aid Part Ill

, scholarships for which you are · Educational and Scholarship
eligible. The only study on t9is
Program, PO Box 1055, Indi,
group so far was done by the
anapolis, IN 46206.
National Student Education
-More Un-free Money. States
Fund, which found that 40% of . and individual schools may
the students who u_sed Search • have their own loan programs,
eventually won aid from the
So you think the gold fields i retired, disabled or deceased How about professional sociealthough in the case of schools,
have been picked clean, eh,
parent, you probably qualify ties, religious groups, labor
sources provided.
it's usually some sort of
If you have a free day, but
sonny? There are still some
for monthly Social Security unions, minority or ethnic
short-term installment or denot $40, try doing your own
ferred payment plan. With .t he
nuggets hiding in the crevices. . benefits. Contact your local SS groups?
·data processing by using
For instance, we haven't even
office. You school may qualify
Jn general, do you belong to
exception of some Ivy League
several very good books that 'schools, the number of colleges
mentioned the two biggest
even _,,if it's unaccredited an a special interest group? ·Then
are in most public libraries.
using these plans has declined
federal sources of student aid
~n't participate in any other there's probably special money
dollars..
federal student aid program.
at no interest earmarked for
Financial Aid for Higher
with the declining economy.
Aside from its own aid scholarships . If your local
Education (published by W.C.,
Banks, however, have fiMore Free Money. Last year
programs,
the
Office
of
Educa·
chapter
doesn't
know
of
any
Brown
&
Co.),
Current
Finangured
out a new variation on
the Veteran's . Administration
tion also encourages states to programs, write the national
cial Aids for Undergraduate
the old "bait and switch "
(VA) gave out twice· as many
issue .grants under the State office.
Students (College Opportuniconsumer fraud. After they tell
bucks as the Office of EducaStudent Incentive Grant
Nose around . . Even on
ties, Inc.), Scholarships, Fel- you they don't have any more
tion, most of it under the GI
(SSIG) program. The feds put campus, there may be some
lowships and Loans (Bellman
Guaranteed Student Loans at
Bill. There are bills in
up
half the money - this year special scholarship fund that
Publishers) and the National 7% interest to give out ("Used
Congress to get rid of the OI
a total of 44 million - and the
the aid office is keeping
Register of Scholarships and
the fast one yesterday, sorry"),
, Bill , however, but this
states match it. Some state hushed up in order to siphon
Fellowships (World Trade
they pull out the all-new "line
shouldn't affect present vetegrants are co mpetitive; some
the bread to the "right" kind
Academy Press) are all upof credit college loan.': You can
rans' benefits. Even if you're
dated regularly and should borrow up to $30,000 with up
are awarded to students in
of student.
not a veteran, you may qualify
certain fields. Usually, you
Several firms have run · yield viljtually the same info
to seven years to repay, and
for aid under the War
can't
take
them
with
you
(into
virtually
identical
"Unclaimed
the
computer
search
compathe interest is only a paltry
Orphan's Educational Assis- •
another
state).
Contact
your
Scholarships"
'
ads
in
college
nies
have.
·
12-18%.
tance Act. You must be the
state department of education.
papers, and a _number of
Petition your library to
Banks like these loans better
child of someone who died as a
Private scholarship s may
papers have been burned when
carry these books if it doesn't
than the federal kind, !}0t only
result of military service in a
seem like aid pie-in-the-sky,
the firms went out of business
already. You may also find
because the interest rate is
war in this century, which
but private money to higher ed
and·didn't pay ,for the ads.
them stashed aw;iy in your twice · as high, but because
should ,; include just about
students has actually inOne firm thaf s been around
financial aid office, waiting for
they can deal -with your
everyone. For both programs,
creased
more
than
public
funds
for
at
least
a
couple
years
·
is
the
director
to
read
them
.
parents
and credit-screen
contact the local VA office.
(it's a great tax dodge). Do
Scholarship Search (7 W. 51st
Another valuable and up-to- them, rather than deal withStudent aid is the Social
you or your parents belong to
St., NYC, NY 10019). For $40,
date reference is the pamphlet unreliable you.
Security Administration . If
the Kiwanas, Elks, Masons,
the firm will send you a list of
Banks make the real pitch to
"Need a Lift?" available for
you are 18 to 22, unmarried
Shriners, R otar y, Lions or
at least five and up to 25
50c from the American Legion middle income families who
and a ful1'time undergrad or
may have been told they can't
vocational stu dent with a
other club in a related' species? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - ,
get 'any federal aid. You can
get US Guaranteed Student
8
Loans (discussed last time) no
matter what your, income.
Even if you can't get the
government to cover the
interest while you're in school,
it's still a better deal than the
Over $33,500,900 unclaimed schp larsh ips, grants, aids, and
bank's version of ivy-edged
fell owships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
Master Charge.
these sources research.ed and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.
,Showmehowto
· -~
•
More Blood, More Sweat.
•top fooling aro8;.n d._
•
Last year the Office of
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts -Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
Education gave $10 million to
'
Vanity Fair Diamonds
schools
to encourage thein to
□ I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1 .00 for postage and hand li nt
55 E. Washington St., Chicago, Illinois 60602
set up cooperative education
programs - ones where you
Name
alternate periods of work and
PLEASE
RUSH
YOUR
CURRENT
LIST
OF
!
I
study. You can not only make
I UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
money
for school, but also job
I
contacts for the post-graduaName _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Zip C~de _ __
tion employment frenzy. Con·I Address _ ___:__:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
tact your financial aid office.
Aside from the alread y
I City,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ St ate _ _ _ _ Zip-r- i
mentioned
work work-study
(California residents please add 6% sales tax.!
I
and study-work, there's the
plain old work-work program
- a part-time job. Although
its financial aid section is
drastically out of date, one. of
Coupon Wort h One 12oz. drink with the
the best books on getting the
job
summer,' part or
purchase of any sandwich
full-time - remains Making
It: A Guile t o Student
F in ances ($4.95 from the
Harvard Student Agencies,
,It isn't easy-to choose the proper diamond engagement
Cambridge,
.Mass.)
ring, that is.
Not much has been ' said
We know, because we've been helping college students make
about special stashes for
the right decision for more than 50 years.
.
graduate students. NevertheAT
In fact, since -1921, Vanity Fair has been famous for low
less, there are progranis to
prices on fine quality diamonds. Prices that cari save you as
encourage those who venture
much as 50% .
beyond the pale of a . BA.
How co~e? Easy. We import our own diamonds. Design
Besides the scholarship IJooks
and m·anufacture our own settings. In other words, we do it
Ilsted above, two other brandall. And we eliminate middle man markups. We pass the
new sources are:
- How to Get Money for
savings on to you.
Education, Fellowships and
Need more proof? Use the coupon to get our free 1976 fullScholarships ( $ 7. 95 from
color catalog. It's 96 pages of beautiful savings.
Funding Sources Information
Center, Human Resources Network, -2010 Chancellor S t.,
3336 W. Bryn Mawr Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19103 )'. his
Chicago, I~linois 60659
lists the most current sources
of grad fellowships , research
grants and a good number of
scholarships.
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33~500-.000
FoOling·around Une13imed
before marriage? S .e holarships
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Don't "Brown Bag"·It
Get a White Bag
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I
I
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I PL"UMPERS
I
- .
I
I •Submarine

I
lfmilvFair I

l)iamonds

55 East Washington
Chicago, IL 60602
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Sandwiches•
Soups • Chili •Salads
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St. Pat's dance fizzles
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
t.ast Friday evening, the
'Luck of the Irish' was •with
the Veterans Club who -cosponsored a St. Patrick ' s
Dance with Lamb~a Sigma
Alpha (LSA), a sorority at
Northeastern.
The Northeastern Illinois
Veterans Club, who maintain a
history of s~ccessful benefits
and 'Super Dances,' chose to
sit back on this one, while the
- LSA, who are to be commended, organized their ef- ·
forts . If it were not for the
dynamic publicity and ticket
selling drive of the LSA girls,
the Vet's could have been left
holding some unpaid bills.
But the LSA sorority
packed in the crowds, having
contacted local area frats ,
sororities, friends, and stJ,1:
dents of UNI.
At the , opening of the
evening; groups of women
were seen leaving the hall and
tq.e reasons . were obvious .
Some refused to pay a $2.50
·donation at the door and left
when they were later ihformed
they had to pay 50c for a beer
and 75c for a mixed drink. But
the most obvious reason was
the 5-1 ratio women to men,
and while the gents took
advantage of the favorable
odds, easily discouraged women left, seeking some evening

beige hat, but my advise is to
action elsewhere.
But those who chose to stay him ·is to save his bonnet for
were not disappointed as the Easter Parade.
"Colour,'' oeat out a vibration
And Gary Andersen, a one
that made the evening a near time PRINT columnist of
success. The group was high- Phineas fame and vetera~,
lighted by their talented tried pouring ·on his usual
percussionist and lead singer savoir-faire with the ladies.
whose performance generated But, Rosie Schiller, member bf
the rhythm and rtfovement the Vet's, Club, found it
that had the dance floor emharrassing when Gary
crowds shoulder to shoulder. , scooped her up in his arms and /
While the beer flowed and hoisted her over his head.
/
the drinks kept coming, some
And wlule Dan Smith, club
of the guests were viewed member, ali~s Mr. Smith(
demonstrating some pretty spent hls evening hung over
'kinky' antics, many oL which the top and sides of a hallway
filled . the bill for the · Vet's table, the members of the LSA
annual Bras~ Balls A ward.
maintained themselves and let
After having a few, Chris · their energy out on the dance
Meyer, of the Varsity Tennis floor.
Team, was photographed doFew of the Vet's turned out
ing the hoochie-coo with some for the dance; only the club
frfends and sometimes with loyalists, found the time to
himself. What seemed unusual att_end and represent the
about Chris' behavior was that ort:;~nization.
.
the band was on break,
The evening seemed to drag,
Gary "Cake" Briars, num- but many chose to stay until
ber 22 of the UNI Eagles
the band finished at 1:00 A.M.
Varsity Basketball Team, and
After the apathetic response
his witty side-kick Bob Vering of the Veterans Club members,
of U . of I, can not go some of whom promised to
unmentioned. Gary really work t~e dance shifts . and spead himself thin that even- , failed to materialize, i~ would
-ing dancing, and occassionally seem apparent that the Vet's
sneaking a dance floor kiss
Club would think twice before
from many of the members of chancing another large finanthe opposite sex in, attendance,
cial event, unless they co-sponAnd may I say, Bob looked
sored the responsibility with
simply stunning in that laqy's
another organization.

..PRINT
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Highs and ·1ows in dance show
Photos: R. Trahan &- P.
There were mixed reactions was opened with Marge's
and responses to last week- "Conv_e rsation · Syn/phonette,
end's producation, "Evening which has won her 'acclaim in
of Dance", under the direction the dance profession.
"Smilin' Satir" was also a
of Marge Robley.
The show, billed as a UNI . previously viewed performance
student production, under the that featured . a ·solo by
guidance of resident choreo- instructor ~arge Robley .
grapher Robley, opened with Though a repeat, the -~ramatic
comedy received a very favorthree selections.
" Moving Out" was previ- able audience response.
A variety of unique move.ously viewed at Northeastern
but reworked. Choreographer ments added to the beauty of
Teena Akiyama has presented "Directions", a dance arrange- .
other works more indicative of ment set to electric music. The
electrified musical arrangeher talent in the past.
" Two" was performed by ment was composed by Howtwo gues t artisi;s , Linda ard Sandroff, on staff at UNI
Martha and Larry Ippel, both in the Department of Music.
The entire second half
talented dancers. The selection
was choreographed by Marge seemed to build up to the
and was executed in a style finale, " Clowns and Company." Also choreographed by ·
unique of Robley.
" G a llery" , choreographed Marge and Lynda, the selecby Lynda Martha, was a tion included a duet by the
bizzare production that was pair to the music of "Send ·In
thought, by many, to be far The Clowns." • Their performance was- very maying and
below the dancer's capa_bilities.
After a brief intermission, showed the versatility and
the program resumed on a acting ability of thP, two
better foot. The second half dancers.
"Evening of Dance" proved
to be eq'ually disappointing as
entertaining. The efforts p~t ·
forth by the dancers in
rehearsals somehow failed to
come across when the curtain
finafly rose on opening night.
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Forensics

••

UNI wins top honors
at Harvard

The Harvard National Mo- · science major, represented Sydel United Nations Conference ria on the Charter Review
was held this year at the Board. Jirp 's credentials going
Sherato_p-Boston hotel on into the Conference included
March 4-7. Northeastern was an award-winning effort at a
chosen to represent the Syrian similar Model U.N. held at
Arab Republic for this Confer- Princeton University last
ence; this, in contrast to our month, as well as being a
representation of Israel last two-year_ veteran and. former
year. Four students made the delegate winner to the Boston
trip east, accompanied by Dr. Conference. Through his untirJoyce Flory, faculty· advisor to ing leadership efforts , Mcthe Forensics Union, which Carthy was able to introduce
sponsors the trip annually. As and guide through his commithas become characteristic of tee the only resolution acsuch conferences, Northeastern cepted by the Charter Review
came away with many of the Board. Later, he took action to
t~p honors. ·More than 80 guide that resolution to a
universit' s and some 600-plus narrow · victory in the General
students from across the Assembly. Jim's performance
c~:mntry were competing for netted him the "Best Delethe few coveted awards; yet- gate" gavel from the Charter
each UNI student-delegate Review Board.
placed at least in the top six
Ben Waldman, a freshman
positions of . their respective . -psychology major, represented
committees.
the Syrian delegation on the
James McCarthy, a political · !controversial Political commit-

. tee. After long caucusing
hours with student delegations
representing Israel & Egypt,
Ben was proud to be co-author
of a Middle-East Peace resolution that was subsequently
introduced in his committee.
Again, Ben's work there
earned a "Best Delegate" ,
award for him and Northeastern.
Daniel J . Bloom, a political
science major and a participant on the Princeton U.N. Internatiortal Court of Justice,
represented Northeastern on
the Economic Committee. Dan
traveled to Boston with a
resolution titled "Doctrine of
Economic and Social Rights
for· Transnational Migrant
Laborers," which dealt with
such basic issues as human
rights, the . right to an
education, the right to unionize, etc. From all of the
delegates on this committee,

Award winning me~bers of the Forensic's Harvard National
Model UN ' team, Daniel Bloom, James McCarthy, Terry
Kozlowski, and faculty advisor, Dr. Joyce FlQry. Missing when
picture was taken, Ben Waldman. [Ph9to by Robert Trahan]

Dan was one of five to receiye · five to receive an honorable
an honorable mention for his mention for her efforts in this
work.
committee.
Terry Kozlowski, a theatre
In ord~r to preserve Northmajor and another ~eteran of eastern's winning traditions at
• the Princeton Conference, comModel U .N. conferences, t>lanpleted Northeastern's team by
ning will begin soon for next
serving on the Social, Cultural years' trips. Interested stu· and Humanitarian Committee.
dents can contact . either Dr.
One of the main topics of Dave Jordan or Dr. Joyc;e
discussion here was women,
Flory, both of the Speech
their role, and their rights in
department, for more informaal masters of good old Gospel
their next concert is Tuesday,
tion.
music. As a final highlight of various regions of the world.
March 2~ at 1 p.m. in the
Terry
also
was
among
a
select
the
concert,
Ms.
Washington
auditorium, as special guests
pointed out that Robert
auditorium. As speciaf guests
Brown, the dynamic speaker .
the New Birth Radio Gospel
·Scaramouche. Aswordsman
knew no fear...
who's appearances at Cook
Choir from Chicago will be
no pain ... no dan~r... Scaraniouche... the klutz!
County Jail turned into long
·performing along with Gold
raps about life, music and
· from th{! Ghetto and the
Jesus will shar~ some of his
Barret Brothers who are a
personal experiences with the
priceless treasure from · the
audience. All this Gospel
Robert Taylor Homes, a group
Music and more is Free and
of fine men who can sing like
brought to you by the Student
Martin King Jr. spoke. ;And
finally That's 'Oood, tradition- . Pentacostal Fellowship.

The liberated sound

of Gospel
By Wilfred Moore
Something ·e xciting has been
happening at Northeastern
lately, in the auditorium you
can hear the clapping of hands,
the pounding of feet and the
sound of many melodious
voices. What this carrying pn
is all about is LSD, an LSD
concert to be exact. After the
concert I asked some students,
"Who was responsible for
bringing this new experience
to UNI? " They informed me
that it was the new club on
campus called the Student
Pentecostal Fellowship. I was
then introduced to the chairperson, Lorna Washington. I
asked her just exactly what
kind of club it was. She
replied, "It is something new,
not Gospel music but the idea
of bringing it ·to UNI for
everyone to experience. Gospel
music, she continued, goes as
far back as man can see and
beyond, that familiar ·touching
ring that Gospel music has, all
folks can relate to, for it moves
the soul of man. Why would
Gospel music move the soul of_
man? , I asked . "Because
Gospel is good news and
"good news " is Jesus Christ,"
replied Lorna, "we sing about
it, rejoice about it, and above
all we. have a daily living
experience with Jesus Christ" .
The "we" that Lorna Washington was referring to is a
group of students on campus,
who are devoted to bringing
others into a living relationship wit h Jesus . Christ by
guiding t hem into t he full New
Testament experience of intera c t io n with God , thereby
~nabling them to be effective . .
The initials LSD stand for
Lord Savior Deliver.
.and
/
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MICHAEL SARRAZIN • URSULA ANDRESS ·
.
"THE LOVES AND TIMES OF SCARAM0UCHE"
•,... ALDO MACCI0NE. GiAt~CARL0 PRETE· · ., . · . ~'.2J GC"SE ~_~:i
, • MICHAEL FOREST· SAL BORGESE · ·, :,:-cc, FEJ:'1'C0 G t, Ct8'.)I
. . :. BIXIO FRIZZi TEMPERA. • soc• ;.,.. ,c, .,/IJIE AVCQ EM3ASS'r ;:ilC,U~:3 P:~Eis~
0

--1e·,=F❖11-i-t·tPLAYBOY HARLEM-CERMAK MICHIGAN CITY
Chicago

North Riverside .

Michigan City , Indiana

FORD CITY WESTERN LINCOLN .,RIDGE PLAZA
Chicago

Chicago Heights

Griffith, Indiana

thoughts
by J'he Dove
. Magic & Beauty
Are the things that you give me.
Radiance and joy beyond compare,
Is what I feel when: you 're there. - -·
And that's because you're . v.ou,
and because you care.
Joy,
At being alive,
Seeing you .
Knowing that I _care, too.
Outside, away from the world
The , two of us, me and you.

F anted choir here ,

Members of the Oberlin College Choir who will appear at UNI March 24th at 7:30 p.m. in the
Auditorium. The even is sponsored by CCAB, Classical Committee. Admission · is $2.00 for
General Public, FREE to UNI Students .

.next week
, Great sacred and secular
choral music from the 16th
through the 20th centuries will
be featured in a program by
the Oberlin Choir directed by
Daniel Moe at Northeastern
Illinois University Auditorium

Mass in G of Schubert,
assisted by a chamber orchestra ; motets of Palestrina,
J osquin, and Graun. • The
second half of the concert will
include a group of 20th
century American psalm settings by Ives, Jenni, Berger,
and_ Felciano. In addition ,
several other recent American
works will be performed.
' The Operlin Choir has
received wide acclaim for its

on Wednesday, March 24 at
7:30 p.m. The concert is
sponsored by the classical
committee of the Commuter
Center Activities Board, Janice Fablee, chairperson.
The program will feature the

Kid's Kollege readies
for Summer session _
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That's right-just one individual committed to liberty
shotild be reading this ad . Could it be you? .
_
We'relhe Young Libertarian Alliance -the college af- ·
filiates of the rapidly-growing national Libertarian Party.
We're organizing YLA chapters on every major campus.
and we need a coordinator right here.
Are you qualified for the job? The YLA coordinator
must be someone .who"s dedicated to ac hieving a free
society through ·political action. He-or she -will be responsible for establishing a YLA chapter. · organizing ·
meetings. rallies and de monstrations. and publicizing libertarianism.
.
,
.·
The Libertarian Party, though less than five years old.
is now organized in all SO states. Our platform calls fo r a
strict_resp~ct for civil liberties. a non-interventionist foreign policy. and a free-market economy.
Roger MacBride. our presidential candidate. is a no npolitician who recognizes that the Republican <1nd Democratic Parties are entre'nched. establishment institutions'
whose only goal is the perpetuation of their own power.
The Libertarian Party is a new alternative - a young
and dynamic political force that's committed to individual freedom and oppos~d to government oppression in
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7 South Dearborn
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TES'!' PREPARATION PROFESSIONAL
INSTRUCTION VIA COMPREHENSIVE
. ANALYSIS WITH CURRENT MATER IALS.
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Forthe best

Earri $250 possible from stuffing -1000
evelopes. Work at home: . Own hours.
Many companies need your service. For
information: Rush $2.00 and Self-adressed stamped envelope to:

Kid's Kollege is beginning
credit s.
its summer session on June 24
12 credits required: The
until August 20. Students
above, plus: 95-309-72 Recreainterested in working -with
tional Activity for Children 3
children this summer and ' credits.
earning up to 15 credit hours
15 credits required: All of
can join the program designed
the above, plus: 95-309-73
to provide quality day care for
Interdisciplinary Research Toboth faculty and students and ; pies 3 credits.
give students .the opportunity ;
For further information on
to learn from the behavior of
these courses , students are
children.
requested to call or visit the
The following schedule was
Sociology Department (ext.
dl:lSignE;)d to provide the speci8200, office 2090), or the P .I.E .
fic amount of credit:
9 credits required: 95-309-71
office (ext. 424, office C-524)
The program is being sponSeminar on social structure
sored by the Feminist Club,
and moral development 3
Sociology Club, P.I.E. and
credits. 95-312-71 Field ObserWomen 's Studies. ·
vation of Child Behavior 6

•

y ear as a member of the
faculty of the Oberlin College
Conservatory of Music, where
he is professor of choral
conducting. He was formerly
director of choral music at the
University of Iowa for eleven
years and , while there , he
developed a nationally recognized graduate program in
choral literature and conducting. Admission is Free to UNI
students,"$2.oo· General Public_.

concect, radio, television and
recording work. During last
year's East Coast tours critics
praised the Choir 's ' 'clean
lines , flowing arches , and
precise attacks", as well as its
"engaging simplicity and
freshness '. ' . The Choir ' s 60
musicians · are selected. by
audition from the College of
Arts and Sciences and the
Conservatory of Music.
Mr. Moe is now in his fourth

I
I

I

evrrt~~r~ink you've got what it takes to be a YLA coordinc1tor. write or call us collect. We\•e got a campus information kit that will get you started. And we"II give you :. all the help and advice ~e can. " ·
.
.
One final word: As a YLA campus coordinator. you II

YOUNG LIBERTARIAN ALLIANCE
1516 "P" Street. N.W.
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heels contribute? For between
one fourth and one third of the
population, they contribute
constant pain, said both
California studies. Those with
very flat feet, very high arches
...
or shortened calf muscles will
never be able to adjust to
negative heels.
The shoes will likely cause
foot ulcers in diabetics, said ·
Times. And doctors - every- the Medical Center study strong stuff from them since
one seems to have found a
Kalso helped fund the study.
podiatrist to support his own
Anti-Earth Shoe doctors claim
point of view.
that the shoes will aggravate
Where does the truth lie, or
back and foot problems in
in this case, stand? Perhaps we
anyone ~uffering from obesity,
won 't know for a,nother generastrokes, arthritis, slipped discs
tion, when everyone wearing
or other chronic spinal probEarth Shoes either keels over
lems.
with paraplegia at ·50 or hikes
The pro-negative faction has
on to a ripe 120. So with not
less to ·work with. Anne Kalso
all precincts reporting, here is
seems to have assumed that
what two studies conducted so
since
high heels are bad,
far and my own research have
negative
heels must be great,
found :
but ,no one has come up with
Room to Move. For those
exactly why.
who can wear negative heel
Negative heels throw your
shoes , the greatest benefit
weight back and at least
does not come from th!:!
initially straighten your posnegative heels, but from the
ture. But after the "break-in
fact that the · shoe's don ' t
period " when the Achilles
cramp your toes together. A
tendon in the back of your foot
bit mundane when compared
is stretched out, you can
to Brazilian Indians prowling
hunch over again with the best
the beaches on their heels.
of them.
According to a study last
What value derives from
year by the California Podia- .
stretching the heel cor~?
tric Medical Center, Earth
"Toning the-muscles cannot be
Shoes have a wide space for
bad," said one doctor, but he
your toes which will relieve the
admitted that no lasting
symptoms of five common foot
benefit will oc.c ur without
problems - all various types
exercising other foot, leg and
of corns, bunions and calbacR muscles.
louses. This study was quick
The Arch of Triumph [and
to note that the shoes do not
Defeat]. The same criticism
cure or correct anything, they
goes for the shoe's built up
only make the foot with these
·arch, A good arch support
problems feel better.
fitted to your foot will help
The same finding was
confirmed by a joint investiga~
tion of the California Public
Interest Research Group
(CALPIRG) and _the UCLA
Peer Health Counselors, which
concluded that the shoes
represented a ' ' good trend
B.C.
away from platform, highAs you travel through the great
heeled or pointy toe shoes."
shower-bath of life. . try not to
But that was where the kudos
slip on the soap.
ended.
Love
The Myth of -Neg,a tivity.
The Spectre
What, then, do the · negative

Foot problems?
Could he your s~oes
In the beginning there were
no flat places. Primeval men
and women padded about in
bare feet in soft earth, their
heels sinking into the ground
as they walked. No one knows
what happened when the
ground froze.
Thus beginneth the gospel
of the negative heel shoe, as
espoused by Anne Kalso, the
originator of Earth Shoes.
Cloistered in a "yoga monastery " in Santos, Brazil, Kalso
examined the sunken-heel footprints of Brazilian Indians in
the sand. Taking the local
natives as examples of unspoiled humanity, she concluded that we're meant to walk
with the heel lower than the
rest of the foot and our weight
back, in a rolling motion.
Instead, we pound around in
flat shoes on flat pavement all
day, and our feet and spines
take a constant beating. The
idea became leather. A shoe
was born. And, as with all true
religions, imitators followed about 85 at last count.
Since they first appeared in
the US in 1970, Earth Shoes
have been the center of a
storm of controversy. From all
accounts they .will either
cripple millions or bring the
Second Coming.
" Unheeled Shoe . Heals Bad
Posture, " " Earth Shoes: Walk
to Better Health, " "Earth
Shoes : A Cosmic Home for
Your Feet, " blare some recent
articles by college newspaper
reporters who seem intent
upon rewriting Earth Shoe PR
one degree better.
"This shoe will cripple
everyone who wears it," says a
body movement and posture
instructor in equally strident
tones quote4 in the New York
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ten-day - trial period. Some
stores will let you return the shoes as long as they're not
dirty, that is, worn only on the
carpet where you can't tell if
they're working anyway (soft
surface, rememqer?).
Neither Roots nor Nature
Shoes have a return policy, nor
did the stores I visited ask me
. whether I was a diabetic or
had any chronic foot or back
problems.
Don't even consider negative
heel shoes if any of those
things plague you. After that, ·
it's up to you. No one can say
how our ancestors walked · or even ran - so · the -"more
natural" claim of the shoes
doesn't hold up. You may find
negative heel shoes more
comfortable or you may not,
but they will not bring you
back to nature, closer to the
earth or to any other state of
organic purity. They will not
dissolve concrete.
In many cases, the same
corporations which offer " natural" products with one hand,
devastate the environment
with the other. As the air
becomes more polluted and the
city noisier, two big sellers I
foresee for the future are an
Organic Oxygen Inhaler (with
herbal aromas) and- Natural
Noises Headphones to drown
out the hubbub )Vith chirping
birds and such.
Covered with smog in New
York harbor, the Statue of
Liberty will blink on and off
with a new neon welcome:
"Give · us your poor ,· your
poisoned and hunched-over
citizens. We'll tell them : take
two Earth Shoes and go to
bed."

·&!· d s '
f ree c I ass1.1e

*********************************•

i

your weight shift· properly
from heel along the outside of
the foot across the mid-foot to
the toe. But ·if . you were
walking badly before, an arch
support won't change your bad
posture, without corrective
exercises.
If you already walk properly, Earth Shoes will probably
let you continue to do so. But
so will other low or no-heel
shoes with good arches or even
customized arch support inserts at about one-third the
price.
_Ironically, some negative
heel shoes won't even deliver
good support for your $40 to
$60. Earth and Nature shoes
have good arches, but ·Roots
are almost flat. "There's no
break-in time," chf;lered the
saleswoman in the store I
visited - that is, there's
almost no difference between
Roots and regular shoes, aside
from the doubled price.
Thom McAn's Exersoles and
other department store take. offs also have virtually no arch
support and cash in on the
earth-like appearance of what
are really · glorified ten~is
shoes.
The Path of No Return.
Once you plunk down your
bucks, you're stuck with most
negative heel shoes, whether
you can wear them or not.
Kalso's Earth Shoes still sell
by mail order, an indefesible
sales tactic considering the
damage the shoes could do to
those who shouldn't be wearing them for any reason.
In addition,, while it takes
mos t p eople two weeks to
adjust to the shoes, most
Earth Shoe stores have only a

~

THANKS again · to all the Earth
Science majors who made Monday
one of the most enjoyable days in
my life. I wish I could thank each
• one of you personally, but I am
still s_p.eechless over what you did.
It's rciilly great to have friends
like all of you ..
Thanks ever-so-much
toin L.
ANN,
I really did enjoy the cake that
you made. I would advise you to
be careful on the Black Hills Field
Trip because if you make cake that
good, we just might have you
cooking every day for us.
·
• / Thanks
TomL.
PATTIN. , ,
That was really a beautiful card.
Tha~s again.
TomL.
HEY BOB (G.B.),
Did Tom say it was 0 .K. yet?
PHANTOM,
Hi dearest. Hope all is well with

you. Have seriously considered
waiting for you by the PRINT
door to find out who you are. . .
but then that would spoil all our
fun. Hope Rose treats you well.
Anxiously awaiting to hear from
you.
As always
Patti
STEVEN McQUEEN,
Don't know if I'll be able to stay
in the background much longer.
It's your animal magnetism that
makes me act the way I do. Happy .
21.5 + 2.
90 degree incisors
JIMMY,
I want your body, NOW!
HEY BOB (G.B .),
Did Tom say ti was O.K. yet?
To the mezzanine marauders,
It wasn't strep or bronchitis
that got me all chocked up last
Wednesday. Thanx a lot.
'Doc' Cool

It wasn't a virus that got me
sick Wednesday night. Let's start
acting .like adults, shall we?
A thousand pardons for the
miscaptioning of the photo on
page three. The name is Senator
Szapiro and his first name has
only one bo.

B.C.
There comes a time in everyone's life when they need soJlleone
near. Thanx for being there.
The Spectre
GUM POPPEll,
The thief has the goods, he just
wonders if they're real or not. If
they're real, send love and kisses
next week.
Brian
To the one I love most:
"There will be another song for me
and I will sing it.
There will be another dream for me
someone will bring it.
I will taste the wine while it is
warm
and never let you catch me
looking at the sun
But after all the loves of my life
after all the loves of my life,
you'll still be the one.

I will take my life into my hands
and I will use it.
I will win the worship in their eyes
and · I will lose it.
I will have the things that I desire
and my passions flow like
rivers to the sea.
But after all the loves of my li~e,
after all the loves of my life,
I'll be thinking of you
And wondering why."
Forever yours, Carrie

Presidential Selection Committee
Electio·n Vote Ma~ch 23 &.,.24
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Y'ou personality is crazy and wild
and I love you very much. Your
warm presence is very much
appreciated by me. S,o, keep up the
insane laughter.
Love,·
Old Lady Terrorizer

lree classilieds '
Need help? Looking for an
apartment or a roommate? Pet
for sale? If you're trying to sell
something .or if you are in the
market ~o buy. or perhaps you
simply want t o send. a personal
greeting to t hat special some, one, jot it down. Classifieds
are free to all UNI affi_liates.
Deadline for submitting mater·
ial is Tuesday at 12:00 for the
following Friday issue. Late
copy will be held over wr the
following issue. Copy should
be typed or clearly printed on
a sheet of 8" by 10" paper.
Classifieds may be deposited
in the envelope on the PRINT
office door. [E-214]. All submitted classifieds will remain
confidential.

.For Rent
FOR RENT : Des Plaines HOUSE
Three 'bedrooms, 2 bathrooms.
Each room is fully carpeted
(including one bathroom) with
drapes or curtains to match. Large
two car garage, Very large
• backyard. Panelled basement 1wit h
wet bar. .Air conditioned. Great for
three roomates. $375.00 Call Mike,
299-6568 after 6 :30 p.m. "'nd
weekends.

Wanted
UNI PROFESSOR SEEKS child
care for 10 months and 25 months
old infants two (2) days per week
starting in May . For fur t her
information call Extension 561.

-- - ------- - - - --

FOR SALE : 1969 Forp. Galaxie 2
door, 6' cylinder. Automatic transmission, good tires, good body.
Runs well. Economical transportation . ·Must sell . $275.00 Call
297-8232.

especially when it's been colored
by an artist like you. You've
helped me with more than
Spanish. Thanks.

FOR SALE: 1970 PORSCHE 914
Excellent condition, AM-FM, new
paint job, new muffler, new
brakes, fog lights, McHielin tires,
Railey wheel covers, 5 speed, 35
MPG., MUST SELL. Reasonable!
Call Linda 884-8619 , 358-3899
evenings.
,

.

-

Pets
FREE : One short-haired, black,
male cat; one year old, neutered.
Very -friendly antl' very beautiful.
· Please, someone, give my cat a
good home. Call Dale at 463-6219
af ter 5 p.m. any d_a y of the week.

· Personals
DEAR FAYE F. OF SKOKIE ,
Hi! No real excuse for not
calling, except maybe laziness!
_Did you see the article in the
newspaper about our favorite
teacher of last semester? How was
your New Year's Eve date with
the out of town sportswriter? Did
you enjoy the play? Nothing is
really new with me, except that
I'm going to school in the spring
or summer as I had planned. Call
me or visit me soon. So much to
talk about.
L.A.D.

DEAR "CONCERNED" VETERANS, Black, White and 3rd
World :
For the last and final time, I will
Reliable, conscientious typing in
respond, to our cowardly (anonymy home. Contact Mrs. Johnson
mous) inquiri~s and allegations,
at 463-5869.
utilizing the Free Media the same
as you. Prior to being a paid
Veterans Counselor at Chicago
State University before coming to
Northeaster, I, along wit h several
NEED TAILPIPES for your VW ot her concerned Veterans, set up
bug? I got a brand new set, in the · and operated a Veteran :::.ssistance
box. Any offer: accepted. Call Jack program for two years, using our
at 588-5689, or leave message in own gas, time and everyt hing else
the Veterans Affairs Office.
to help incoming vets transition
into higher education. This was
FOR SALE : Comple t e baby several years before the Governfurniture unit. Excellent condition. ment funded , various cost of
Best offer. 929-7937.
instruction program came into
effect. Also, I am a decorated
FOR SALE : Kitchen Table and Combat veteran myself.
Chairs. Rectangular table w/ leaf
So lets's say the time I spent
and 6 matching vinyl covered high enjoying and assisting the student
back chairs. Price $75.00 or make body namely, the Black Caucus
an offer. 675-1604 or 677-5139.
and Heritage Clubs during Black
Week, was retroactive pay and a
FOR SALE : Rocking Chair, cedar Veteran's benefi t. •
with back and woven sea t .
Peace1be unto you ·
Comfortable. 19th Century style
J.R. V.C.I.P. Coord.
brought to Mexico durink the
Emperor Maximilian of Hapsburg . "TOOTSIE " ROLL :
New from Veracruz, Mexico 139.00
I like you. . .muy ~ucho.
dis. Call 929-6210 mornings or
evenings only.
DEAR -HALF-PINT, .
Whenever you're around, you're
FOR SALE : Fender deluxe reverb around, you brighten my day. So
amp. Like new $250.00 or best keep hanging around and always
offer. Call Steve at 453-2662 after brighten up my day, and night.
5 p.m.
Love
IKS
FOR SALE OR TRADE pick up
truck or jeep. 1971 Chevy Nova 2 GRAMPS :
door, 8 cylinder, red exterior, black
Sorry I nag_you.
I
Love
interior. Includes several options.
GRANS
New battery, excellent running
condition. $1150.00 or best offer. _______________
Call 929-8426 after,.. 9. p.ni. or H .H.:
Th
id .
bea t'ful I
·
weekends.
' •,
e wor . is a
u l
p ace,

Typing
For Sale
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Maria,
Good luck on Friday, I'll be
with you in spirit.
C. J . F .

Pizza Eater

FUZZY :
Let's go to Brookfield Zoo soon
to see your relatives, the monkeys,
FOR SALE : 1966 Comet 2 door
and my long lost cousin, the
coupe. New battery, P .S. $225.00
.,, giraffe! Can't wait til June '78!
or make offer. 545-7666.
Love

BRUCE,
You .have proved yourself a
beautiful friend. I just wish things
were different. All my_ love and
affection. '
Denita

Puggy

JOE:
I -don't know whether cookies
get stale or not but for some
reason, this one has cnimbled
quite a lot. Will finish next week.
ME
TO THE GUY WITH THE
BLUE MATADOR: .
Don't mind my bullish behavior ; you can " steer" me clear!
Little Horn

DEAR TEASER :
I can't hold it inside anymore! I
love you, you little flushy. I 'm
glad we met each other except I
have to buy bigger " Fruit of the
Looms" .
Mr. Quiet
TOM ,
You are· so sweet and delicious I
just want to eat you up. Come into
my soul and drown me in your
passion and I shall swallow your
· every movement.

DEAR LISTENER,
Sorry for getting carried away.
. Love
I'm glad you cared enough to tell me.
p weetTooth
I felt bad about it at first, but I realize now that if we weren't good Steve,
friends, you wouldn't have bothered.
Cheer up . W ith talent like
Thank-you.
yours , you can't afford to feel blue.
Love
Remember, there is a method for
"The Phone Call Kid"
solving every problem.
UNDT!UNDT!
DEAR SPOILED,
You shouldn't really worry about
the fact that you're getting old. I GRAMPS :
You Hate.
mean, many men look very distin.GRANS
guished with gray hair. Even baldness is n_,ow a_ttractive. Look at Telly
Savales.
Also, quite a few old men get pampered. Isn't . that really what you
want after four rough life? ·
So, don't let your age upset you.
You're not getting older; you're get- . DEAR -MR. QUIET, 1
ting better . .
I'm so happy about last night.
The Kid We'll have to do it again. I hope
Brohlne through your shyness. I 'll
CC&ALT.,
love you alwa_y s.
Who deserted whom last weekTeaser
end?
G.B. PITTER PATTER,
KAP,
You won't believe this, but I think
I love you. Why would I lie?
Ace
TO THE ALLEGED
"FIRST PHANTOM"
First of all, I take exception at being referred to as a late comer or as
a Phony Phantom. I have been submitting personals to th~ PRINT for
well over a. year now and have always signed them The Phantom. I
do not doubt that you have been
roaming the halls ·of Northeastern
but, if you felt it necessary to reclaim your title, you should have
spoken up earlier.
Signed
The Phantom
TO MY FA VO RITE
SPORTS EDITOR,
I still say I'd make a better Sports
Editor, so watch it!
DEAR WHO EVER YOU ARE,
(see above classified)·
Before you can qualify to be
Sports Editor on PRINT, you must
serve a minimum of one trimester
on the staff. You seem to b'e very
confident of your abilitn and we al-,
ways need writers, especially sports
writers. Drop up to the PRINT office sometime and reveal yourself.
PRINT

Thanks for the pretty piece of
Provocative literature you printed
in the past week's · PRINT .
Putting _it perfectly , " superb."
European Hedgehog

STEvt ,'
You're my best friend.

O~
Len

LET IT BE KNOWN! Mary is still a
member (ex-officio) of the "BIG 7".
Don't worry Ron; I will go d~wn to
Western with you today.

c.c.

DEAR JOE,
•
Thank-you for putting up with us
Friday night at the ·concert. We're
not usually that insane. We're even
worse. (Worser?) Anyway, you are
now an initiated member. Let's all
get together again. O.K.
Love
Terry, Cheryl, Linda, Mary
"Not that I loved Caesar less, but
that I loved Rome more. As Caesar
loved me, I weep for him; as he was
fortunate, I rejoiced at it; as he was
valiant; I honor hiin; but as he was
ambitious, I slew him."
BRUTUS
Will the REAL Brutus please step·
forward .
According to the Funk & Wagnal
Standard College Dictionary: Whoo- ·
pee (hwoo'pe), An exclamation of
joy, excitement, etc. Whooper
(hwoo per), One who or that which
whoops. Think about it all you whoopers,-and a big whoopee to all!
DEAREST DOCTOR,
Take two Hail Marys and call me
in the morning.
Signed
The cobbler in the
first scene of Julius Caesar
P .S. "Physician, Heal thyself."
DOC,
Guess the Lord was wrong. (DOC
7:23) Hope you're feeling better, and
if you're not, STAY HOME FOR
HEAVEN'S SAKE and recuperate.
I'd hate to· see you come down wit h
pneumonia, if you haven't come
down with it already. Take it light.
See you on Mar ch 29_bright aqd ear- .
ly and eager to get back in the swing
of things.
A.E.
TO JOEY, CHERYL, JOE, KENNY, JOE, SON OF CLEM, AND
KEN
Good luck at Jeanette's and have
fun, Cheryl!
Love
Your personal Fan Club

----------

DEAR JEANIE ,
Thanks for talking to me. Even
t hough ·you don't know · me.
A friend
P.S . Hall told me how to spell
your name. If it 's wrong ].>lame
him.
TO the UNI Dance Ensemble:
The show Friday and Saturday
last was terrific. The long. hours
and hard work ofeveryone paid ·off
with the best show ever. Marge
Hobley showed her skill as always
in all she did. She definitely has a
golden touch. Teena kept up her
high quality work. Linda Martha
is a ST AR. Linda Wagnon added a
smoothness to the whole operation
that's been needed. But the best
was the motorcyclist, she's my
favorite.llt was a wonderful show.
I hope there'~ many more.
Love . . 1.THE FIRST PHANTOM
ARTIE~
Thanks for the ~ -shirt.
.

.

i

Tina

P.S. Ybu 're the grt atest!

__

.

' -- ---- - ·- -- - --

~uNSHINE,
DEARNOV.6,
I don!t know how all my other PatPersonals aren't cgrny. Don't say tis are because you are my only one.
nobody ever wrote you one because I also don't know who the Shadow is
this one is for you. Take care.
ut .I'm glad you think l'ie isn't any
·
A friend competition.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - I am doing quite well, thank-you.
MARY ANN,
So kind of you to ask. I miss y~,11
Your body movements drive us when you're not around.
crazy. By the way, when 'could we
Signed
meet you 1't the asylum?
.
The Phantom
Porn Porn Squad
.. •••"-"'SJ~9'_·~,---\;),... , .. .~,- - -. ...
ur...l\tt

'!it,~ •...
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Journali~t to type
family story; preferably in my home.
Reasonable. Lo·cated in the Sauganash
area.
Contact. M il~ie
AV 3-5910
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Baseball team ready
Although t he pro baseball
s.cene appears cloudy at · the
present t ime, the same cannot
be said for college ball, and
UNI is no exceptio·n . Coach
Ray Kasper has held practice
during the last three weeks,
and _h as been impressed with
what he has seen. Even though
last year's team was 4th in t he
conference wit h a 16-18 mark,
Coach Kasper definitely feels
he can move from the rebuilding ranks t o t he contending
circle this year. · He feels tl_tls
team has the most pot ential of
any team he's coached in t he

.by John Stepal
entire st ate _plays top-notch
past five years, and, with a few
baseball. But in order to get
,breaks and a minimum of
there, UNI will have to win the
injuries, could definitely come
District
and also the Area
out on top of the Chicagoland
Collegiate Baseball Confer- competition.
The team plays its home
ence.
games at Harrer Park, -which
That does not mean that the
is located at 6250 W. Demproad ahead will not be a rocky
one, for St. Xavier and Lewis, ster in Morton Grove. The first
hom e game is against St.
national champions the past
Francis on March 31 at 3:00.
two years, are also in the
Why not come out and watch?
conference. All t hree teams
Considering the pro baseball ·
play comparably tough schedscene,
and also the plight of
ules, and anything can happen
'
the
Cubs
and Sox, it may be The Baseball team begins its training indoors as they -ready for
over 48 games . Whomever
t he best baseball you'll see all the new season. [Photo by Robert Trahan]
comes out on top could be a
year. ,
good bet for nationals, as the

l the ~•Y it i='.
by John Stepal
At one time or another; I'm ·calls by looking at the camera.
sure all of yoq have seen
Most people dismiss this
sporting events on TV which idea, but I think it would turn
were · filled with controversial out to be a good one.
calls from the officials ~r
However, were this to go
referees. After one of these into effect, people would begin
takes place, more often than to realize that officials make
not, the officials will come out more mistakes than they at
smelling like a rose, because first thought. More attention
the announcer will almost would be given to protests,
always praise them, saying instead of rejecting them as .is
something like " Nobody real- done now. It seems that the
izes what a tough time the officials, the commissioners of
officials have .calling a game. the leagues and the annpuncThe instant repla y camera er s all have an unwritten
points out that they-'re right ·agreement : Don't ever admit
99% of the tiine." This has to imply the oJficials are incomrank as one of the greatest sob petent.
stories of all time.
You 're probably asking
Granted, the officials do not yourself what right I have to
have an easy time · of it. In a criticize officials. Good quesjob like that, it's impossible to tion. Bud ·Grant of t he
please all the people officials, it Minnesota Vikings probably
seems that they pick the most · answer'ed it best when he
crucial times to blow their pointed out that the-officials in
calls. The problem at hand football work only once a
isn't so much the mistakes week. Put yourself in an
that they make, but r1:1ther, athlete's shoes. How would
their reluctance to admit these you like a person who works
mistakes. Recently, the idea of only one day a week to have
an instant replay camera has such a great effect on what
come up, meaning that offici- you 've practiced -your entire
ah; would check controversial life?

Montreal. _anyone?
How would you like to go to con t act Betty Meyer. But
the Summer Olympics?
don 't . wait too long, for all
Well , this could be the paymenti have to be made by
chance of a lifetime, a s the April 1st.
American Alliance for Health,
Physical Education, and Welluncli, Dinner & Late Snaclrs
fare has combined with the : o· PIZZA IN THE PAN
Cocktails ·
Women's Association for InL Char-broiled Gulliburge" A
tercollegiate Athletics to form
D -libs • Chicken • St-ks T
'a package that includes a
choice of three types of
housing, not to mention the
length of stay. Each of these
packages includes tickets for
the Games. Transportation is . S 8808 MILWAUKEE AVE. R
not included but there are also
H
291-2 100
E
<• - ,.,._
Milwouliee & Dempoter)
optional transportation plans
2727 W. HOW.AID ST. PHONI 331-21 . .
.offered . For more details.,

t~f:

,l~~ ,

'Niclcllam·e team ' swings
into Sprin·g
/

by. John Stepal
without a nickname, but after
(The following article should mistake about it, .they are all
this is printed, there is no
not be taken seriously. by moral degenerates, The team is
doubt that this will no longer
anyone who wants to retain his led by Jim (Captain Kangaroo)
or her sanity. )
·
Koenig, who went undefeated
be true.
Believe it or not, thi_s
The beginning. of spring in conference play last fall. The
bunch of ferocious monsters
means three new sports to rest of the team, except for
actually posted a 13-1 conferfollow : baseball, tennis, and " Dandy" Don Roulo, the lone
ence record last fall. You may
wom'e n's softball. However, senior, are all freshmen . They
wonder why they play golf
there is one other sport that is are: Gary (The California Kid)
instead of another sport, but
often overlooked. This is Hockstetter, who captured
t h ese nine have d efinitely
unfortunate, since the team ·second place in tt:,.e conf erence
shown that they can carry
that plays this sport is one of meet last year; Ron "Rolls",
t heir golf bags with more
the more successful teams at Rzadzki , whose <;ravin g fo r
endurance than anybody else.
UNI. This t eam has earned the rolls is almost as high as his
dubious title of "The Nick- golf score; Neil Moore (o; is it ~ If you think you can make t he
grade against overwhelming ·
name Team." This sport, of . Dennis Moore?) of Monty
odds · on joining the team, see
course, is flog , and the Python fame; John "Bunsy"
· Coach Tony Schimpf, whose
forementioned team is the flog Ruszkiewicz; the Bobbsey
knowledge of golf at times
twins, Dan and Da-.,e Levy;
team. (I think)
amazes us. And don't worry
The current members of the and last, but not least, yours
about a nickname; we'll find
golf (that looks better) team truly. As of now, this writer is
·om~ tliat's suitable.
number nine, and make no the only m~mber_of the team

I
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SPECIAL

3407 W. Bryn Mawr, Chicago, Ill. 80958

for Snacks & Fun
* A Unique Blend *
of 01,d, and N ew

!

lI ..

DAILY1 1~12

''·P an's .Lunch''

* SPECIALS·*
wit/:1 Sandwich orders

Ham & ' Cheese
on Rye· with all
the Trimmings
-Choice of Beer,
Soda, or Goffee

On Monday, Wednesday, Friday
from 5- 7 p.m .
~

All th e beer you can drink for

.25 A Glass
On Tuesdays - _Girl's Lib Day
· from 5-11 p.m. Ladies Only
All the ~ ine you can drink for

.25 A Glass

..

Thursday Entertainment - from 7:30
Featuring
'
Charcoal Broiled Sandwiches, lngelnoQk
' Wines, Bass Ale, Premium Tuborg Beer
& Black Label on Tap

Open: Mon. thru Thurs.11-11
Fri.11- 2

$1.00
I

SELF SERVICE
-ONLY
••

